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BU I LD I NG CHAR AC TE RS
MAGNET FOR DESIGN AWARDS: THE LUXURY KITCHEN FOLD WINS INT. BIG SEE AWARD
Since its market launch and world premiere in Milan 2019, the FOLD luxury kitchen has already
received several international awards, from the Red Dot Award to the German Design Award to
the Iconic Award.
The jury of the renowned BIGSEE Award is currently recognizing the striking foldable look and the
technical finesse of the sculptural luxury kitchen and has named FOLD by designer Martin Steininger as the winner in the „PRODUCT DESIGN“ category.
„Hard to believe! We are very proud to be at the top of the stairs in the midst of this multitude
of excellent proposals!” Says mastermind Martin Steininger. We have embarked on a new and
unusual path in terms of design, materials and also in terms of technical specifications. The work
development and the whole design process was intense and took a lot of us. As you can see it
was worth it. With this award we see once again confirmed our clear understanding of form and
aesthetics ”.

M.POD NOMINATED FOR ARCHIPRODUCTS DESIGN AWARD 2020
The innovative high-tech M.POD touch pad for the kitchen, combines design, practicality and
intelligent technology.
The 32-inch touchpad is a high-tech work surface and at the same time offers intelligent functions
that are centrally and intuitively controlled from the kitchen. The safety glass is shatterproof and
scratchproof. The touchpad can be integrated into any worktop from the STEININGER collection
- even afterwards! The M.POD also cuts a good figure as a stand-alone!
Such a good figure that the M.POD was nominated for the International Archiproducts Design
Award. We are happy and excited.

All information and images can be found in the press release.
If you have any questions, please call us on +43 7232 2229-0 or send us an email.

ABO U T S TE I N I NGE R
STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austria), with further locations in
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings
are in demand internationally: they inspire with striking, clear lines, timelessness and sophisticated details.
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates all designs to this creed. It defines space, shape
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal alloys complete the range of materials. A
new type of spatial, sensory and tactile experience arises.
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continues in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the
Austria production, ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the craft.
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